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to your inbox The Palhares brothers may have lost to Andre Galvao, but they still have two fights left in the Professional
Fighters League.Josh Hedges/Zuffa LLC/Zuffa LLC The Professional Fighters League is in the heart of the year-end holidays.

Holiday basketball, football, family time and the PFL's upcoming Dec. 26 final are the only remaining reasons to be inside a
boxing ring. And, after seeing Andre Galvao and Junior Dos Santos get the nod on ESPN and ESPN+. So what's the next story
for this year-end extravaganza? Ronaldo “Jacare” Souza. Jacare is a featherweight champion in the UFC. Jacare is a multiple-

time Jiu-Jitsu World champion, a grappling robot in the world of MMA. Jacare is a better grappler than he is a boxer. Jacare is a
prideful Brazilian who regularly answers the questions of the doubters with “I fight in the UFC... I do MMA... I am MMA...”

Jacare hasn't fought since 2014. Jacare has been on the shelf for a long time. And it's time that he got back in there. “I’m ready
to fight,” Jacare told FloCombat in an exclusive interview. “I want to fight on December 26. I want to fight… I want to be ready
when the PFL puts me against Donald Cerrone. That's when I want to fight.” Jacare sat at the top of the greatest fighters in the

world for a long time, but his storied career has slowed. Just as we thought he was beginning to get over his hiatus, the blow was
delivered. Jacare was stopped in the second round by Rafael Natal on March 21, 2016. “I didn't feel any pain at the time,”
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